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Editorial ⚏  

When I was at school, the internet began. Microsoft clip art and the original animated GIF were the

first online images I saw, and I’ve been collecting digital art ever since.

The volume of art online soon exploded. Museums catalogue their entire collections for us to comb

through, archives of public domain content abound, and more than enough has been written about

the world of the blog.

With the proliferation of e-books, publishers replicate books in extremely limited digital forms that

give them no control over how a book looks or feels. The specialised and wonderful typesetting

process of the print world is defunct in an e-reading universe, with formatting overridden by each

device’s software.

Going Down Swinging’s editions have always had their own identity, and as a reader I feel an

appreciation for the editors’ vision simply by looking at the cover. At the turn of the millennium,

Going Down Swinging was a square thick-covered hypercolour treat. Years later, the ballooning

dandy duck of No. 30 is probably the most iconic cover we’ve published. Most recently, No. 33,

known as ‘The Jesus Issue’, was printed on as close to bible paper as we could find.

This is the legacy of printed books alongside which our digital editions now exist. In 2011 we

launched our first digital edition, No. 31, using the e-reading format. It was a tremendous leap

forward for Going Down Swinging and saw us publish illustrations, audio, and video alongside

written works. In particular this was the first time we opened our editions to video artists and

writers wanting to work with film.

In No. 34, we have tried to use the best of digital publishing technology to do the published works

justice. We’ve released the edition as an online version compatible on all devices as well as an iOS

App.
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One characteristic of new technology is that initially people try to marry it with older methods.

Book content is forced into digital formats, rather than digital formats being the basis for developing

content. In editing the pieces with Geoff and Bhakthi, the objective was to build the form of No. 34

around the selected works, rather than embedding works in a pre-structured webpage or e-book.

This edition contains everything from fiction to audio interviews, video poetry to comic strips,

interactive storytelling and websites. Such a variety of forms requires a book format that’s as

flexible as it is precise.

Each issue Going Down Swinging commissions several new long-form works, traditionally from

writers, visual artists, spoken word performers. For this edition we commissioned three impressive

works with an eye to digital presentation. The True Life Story of a Cinema Thief is a collaboration

between short story writer Eddie Sharp and graffiti artist Heesco, a comic strip retelling of a

notorious Australian larcenist. Zoe Norton Lodge’s Bandtown documents her time as  a teenager in

the Sydney 2000 Olympic Marching Band, while Tim Spencer’s loveporn™ is a compelling look at

the role of the internet in loneliness, fulfilment, and the search for intimacy.

I believe we’ve given No. 34 a personality of its own, with beautiful edition illustrations by Natalie

Hughes and an interface that feels natural for the reader.

My hope is that this book is firmly part of the Going Down Swinging tradition that precedes it; that

it presents the authors’ works in their element; and that No. 34 is a form worthy of the wonderful

writing, performances and illustrations it contains.

Vanessa Hughes

Digital editor
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Laura Jean McKay

Hear Laura Jean McKay read this story.

I always wanted a girl. There were places, shops almost, where you could get a girl at any time of

the day and they even remembered your name. But I wanted a girl that I didn’t have to pay. I asked

a guy about it. Svensen, from work. He looked at me like I was crazy but, Svensen spent too much

time up in Ratanakiri before Phnom Penh, and has that squinty eye. When you first talk to him it’s

hard to work out whether you’re the crazy one or he is.

“Are you crazy?” he asked me. “You can get a girl anywhere. Thida, Peach, that other girl … in HR

…”

“I don’t know her name,” I said.

“… HR girl …” Svensen supplied. “They all want you. You know why?”

I couldn’t even imagine.

“Because you’re a big, white guy and you have money.”

I patted my jeans pockets. “I don’t really have much at all. Back home …”

“Back home you’re some whacko Aussie hippy, a no one, I can tell. But back home you’ve got

health care, a car, right? You can rent a flat that doesn’t have rats in it. You can afford this drink 
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here and mine and one for your girl, am I right?”

I nodded. But he was wrong. There was something funny about the girls at the office. They never

sat still. They were always going to the toilet or eating something. Or they looked perfectly fine but

they’d speak with you after a meeting one day and then hate you by the photocopier the next. How

could you have a drink with a girl like that?

“Just take your meds, go to the first Friday party, point your dick and some hot twenty-something

will land on it and be your girlfriend,” said Svensen. Happy hour had come and gone and his squinty

eye narrowed to nothing.

I went to the first Friday party without him. It wasn’t hard to imagine that Svensen might be an

impairment. There were so many girls there, heaps more than boys, and because there was a pool a

lot of them were wearing bikinis. They were all talking about the last party, when some local guys

in the street outside had been having a good time firing their guns into the air and a bullet had hit a

roof, ricocheted into the party, and landed in some girl’s foot. Half of us laughed, the other half

looked around for bullet holes. My eyes landed on a girl called Alison. She was wearing a loose see-

through shirt thing over her bikini and clutching her feet to protect them from the story. I went and

sat by her and touched her face. It was warm. She laughed at me and became my girlfriend. Alison

had an accent that she said was “all Minnesota” but everyone thought she was Cambodian because

most of her grandparents were Japanese. She was on a scholarship and I got paid plenty as an

Australian volunteer so we went around together and had some really nice times.

About three months after I met Alison, the boss of the health project emailed to say that the Siem

Reap office needed some help. Siem Reap means ‘kill Thailand’ and I couldn’t wait to get up there.

Alison couldn’t come. She had to stay in Phnom Penh to watch some Khmer Rouge court case and

she was surprisingly shitty about it.

“Your project isn’t time dependent,” she told me. “Ask them to change it to next week.” I didn’t and

she frowned and cried.

The best thing about the trip to Siem Reap was that I could choose how I got there so I went by

boat. You can go right up the guts of Cambodia by boat in the wet season and the lake is like an

ocean – all horizons and waves. Every now and then a floating village appeared and people stared

from the bobbing huts. At the dock at the other end a really happy man was waiting for me. Dara

was perhaps the happiest man I’d ever met and when I told him I had a day spare to look around the

temples he became even happier.

“The real Cambodia! The great kingdom of Angkor! You’ve made me extremely happy, Mr Luke.”

Dara said things like that all the time. After a few days with him, I was happy too and Alison’s

unhappy seemed more than six hours away. She sent me some text messages but I was pretty busy

looking at all the things Dara was doing up there and after a few days my phone fell silent. My job

was to build Dara’s capacity in the area of Accounts Payable for our organisation, which does health

promos in schools and factories and places like that. But Dara seemed at capacity, and my specialty

back home had been camping store retail, so I just looked at his neat figures and let his happy

outbursts flick around me. On the fifth day, Dara took me to see the temples.

“You’ve never seen a wonder of the world until you’ve seen a wonder of the world,” Dara joked,

insisting that 5 am was the only time to see Angkor Wat. Svensen’s travel advice had been to go to a

beer hall and look for “extra love”, but I stayed in, and was up waiting for Dara outside the hotel in
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the weird false dawn that glowered on the horizon. He arrived on a motorbike and gave me his

helmet to wear. It smelled like scalp. I hugged him from behind, felt the soft paunch above his

waistband as he started the bike and we took off. Dara had two jobs. In the day he worked as an

accountant for the environmental organisation I was with. At night he helped his brother with his

mobile phone business at the night market. A man with a little bit of money. Enough for a drink for

him and his girlfriend and a flat without rats. I lifted the helmet visor.

“Do you have a girlfriend?” I shouted.

“A wife!” he yelled back, grinning into the wind. “And four kids.”

He smiled wider and I realised where I’d gone wrong. I’d been talking to Svensen, when I should

have been talking to Dara.

“Think I could get a wife and four kids?” I joked but for once Dara nodded seriously.

We pulled up just as it became light enough to see the mist on the moat around the temple. It would

have been Arthurian if it wasn’t so Jungle Book. As we passed through the towering stone gates into

the complex, Dara told me all about the carved serpents that guarded Angkor Wat. “They are called

Naga, the snakes that protect and defend …”

I charged on ahead, springing up the stairs like an apprentice monk. Inside it was cool and I ran my

hands over the patterns the ancients had carved into the stones. Angkor Wat was laid out grey and

naked, but alive. When I walked out of the gloom and into a courtyard, I saw a girl. She wasn’t

alone – she was with friends, but standing a little apart. I lost her behind a pillar and then she was

there again, just as the sun came up over the Wat. It caught her and her smile deepened. I walked

towards her. I was close. Her friends stood to the side. They smiled and I knew they liked me. I

reached out to touch her face. It was cool. Her breasts were amazing.

“Here you are, Mr Luke,” Dara said breathlessly. I started and turned. I’d say his smile was almost

cross.

“Dara,” I said, a little bashfully, “this is …” I turned back to ask her name.

“Ah, you’ve found Apsara,” Dara said.

“You know her?”

Dara chuckled. “Everyone knows Apsara.” Dara rolled her ‘r’ and I felt a tug of jealousy.

“Ap-sah-rrah,” I tested.

“They are so beautiful,” he said, walking up and down the line of girls like a casting agent. I was

surprised by his familiarity and wondered about his home life. “Dancers,” he told me. I glanced at

the girl.

“You’re a dancer?” I asked her. She didn’t respond. “Do you think she understands me, Dara?”

“I think the Apsara understands every man.”

A monk arrived and set up a little mat on the ground and laid out some bits of string and a book on

it. Dara went to speak with him. I could see Dara’s mouth almost stretched to his ears with smiling,

very polite. After a moment he beckoned me over. I went reluctantly and felt her watching me so I

lengthened my gait, lifted my head high.

“He will read your fortune and maybe grant your wishes,” Dara told me, delighted. I looked back at

Apsara who laughed silently at me with her friends. It made me laugh too and I plonked down on

the mat with the monk. My body felt heavy and light at once, like I’d gone swimming in my shoes.
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The monk gave me the book, which had a little leadless pencil attached to it by a string. He spoke

and Dara told me to put the book on my head, poke the pencil between its pages and think about my

greatest desire. Desire. I swam around in it. Her cheeks and her closed-mouth smile. Her hips.

Those tits. Apsara. I put the book on my head and plunged the pencil between its pages. The monk

took it from me, looked at the writing inside and murmured. Apsara fell into shadow and I couldn’t

see her face.

Do not give up on taking the indirect road: do not take the direct one; take the road tracked by your

ancestors, Dara translated my fortune.

He wanted to show me the temples with the mammoth trees growing through them, the temples that

were barely temples they were so ravaged by time and tourism, the temples even grander than

Angkor Wat.

“There are other Apsaras at the next one, even more beautiful than her,” he told me right in front of

her. I was shocked at his rudeness. I hurried over and whispered the monk’s prophecy at her.

“What does it mean?” I asked, but she wasn’t speaking to me anymore and just stared ahead with a

cold smile. “I’ll be back,” I promised, “I’ll miss you, I …” Things that she had probably heard

before from other guys like me stomping all over the national treasure.

When I got back to Phnom Penh, Alison cooked me a great dinner and had sex with me for an hour.

It was pretty nice. I thought about Apsara while Alison lay with her head on my chest telling me all

her plans for us, and long after she fell asleep. She busted me putting my pants on in the not quite

dark of her room. Her voice was sleepy and sexy and made me pause with my fly undone, debating

whether or not to hop back into bed, but then she realised I was leaving and her voice woke up. It

pushed me out into the hot streets and towards the indirect roads, but I still found it impossible to

get lost. I imagined Apsara dancing through the laneways. Running out of a restaurant towards me.

Waving from the balcony of an apartment above. I saw the strange pallor of her skin – that cool

smoothness – her empty laughing eyes, ready to be filled. I wanted to be brave for her. To wander

down the rat-riddled alleys, past boys on motorbikes smoking in the dark, but something self-

protective drew me to the well-lit areas, the English-spangled bars. Finally I took the most indirect

road I could. I called Svensen.

He was still awake.

“Oi oi oi, you crazy bastard!” he shouted. It was so late on Sunday night it was officially Monday,

and Svensen was shitfaced. Somewhere in the “series of experiences” he called his life in

Cambodia, he had picked up adequate enough Khmer to direct a motorbike taxi driver over my

phone to a bar he was keeping in business over the river. I located Svensen on the sloping verandah

that seemed destined to tip foreigners into the wishful waters of the Tonle Sap.

“I know what you need,” Svensen told me after I’d bought us a few beers and a couple of shots and

we were slapping contentedly at the mosquitoes that droned up from the mud below. “I know what

you need. Money. Money’s what you need.”

“What for?”

“What was that prophecy? Better take that road not that one?”
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I laughed. “No it was … direct yourself or you’ll take the indirect … wait … it was take the indirect

road like your dad did, something like that.”

“So, now then, what road did your daddy take?” Svensen lit a cigarette and blew the smoke up into

his narrowed eye. I shrugged. I hadn’t seen my dad since I was 11, when he drained the bank

account, gambled the money and left a note for mum that said, Sorry babe. I told Svensen as much.

“Booyah!” said Svensen.

Svensen insisted on stopping at a few beer halls on the way “for luck”, so by the time we arrived at

the casino it was nearing 3 am and we were inebriated to the max. Huge snakes guarded the

entrance just like at Angkor Wat, but I touched them on the way in and they were made of

fibreglass. Unfortunately Svensen didn’t have any money so I withdrew a large portion of my

fortnight’s wage and exchanged it for gambling chips. A surprising amount of people were still

gambling at the green tables, their eyes fixed on the next flick of cards. My mum had instilled in me

a fear of gambling that outweighed crime, drugs and unprotected sex, and I froze in the middle of

the room glancing from one table to the next. Before I could really start to freak out, Svensen

commandeered a woman in a lovely traditional skirt and top and lots of makeup. She brought us

several shots each, which we downed at the poker table, then the roulette wheel, and then with the

last few chips, at blackjack.

When all the chips were gone I remembered that they were money and made it to the toilet just in

time to throw up my last meal until payday. It smelled of stomach acid and iodine. I lay with my

cheek on the cool floor, staring at a stray pubic hair, grateful that Apsara couldn’t see me. When I

staggered out, she was standing by a giant rock near the female toilets. She looked different, filled

out I suppose, but I put that down to some good city eating.

“Apsara, you found me,” I said. I smelled of spew, but she didn’t seem to notice and went on

smiling as I leaned towards her and gently kissed her lips. Some off-duty bar staff walked past and

whispered to each other, laughing.

“Do you know them?” I asked her, wiping the strange lip dust she was wearing off my mouth. The

supermarkets in Phnom Penh were as full of whitening powders, paling creams and magic

lightening tinctures as they were bronzing creams in Melbourne. I wanted to sponge it all off her. To

see her teeth, make her laugh. “So, do you come here often?” I tried my best stud impression,

leaning on the rock next to her, but it wasn’t as solid as it looked and crumbled hollowly under my

weight. It knocked Apsara over, and I wondered if she was drunk too. As I put her back onto her

feet, Svensen came stumbling out of the high-rollers room, sweating profusely.

“Gotta go,” he said urgently and glanced over his shoulder at two well dressed guards in polite

pursuit.

“Svensen, I’d like you to meet Apsara,” I said, untangling myself from the rock.

“Hot,” he said and grabbed my arm. He dragged me through the epic doors and into the breeze that

carried the smell of swamp and landfill. Tuk-tuk drivers shouted to us, and one of them, to my joy,

was Dara. I ran towards him but it turned out he was just another smiling man.

“Do you know Dara?” I asked, panting. The man took his cap off and scratched his head, grinning at

the other drivers.
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“Show me Dara,” he said finally, and got out a carefully laminated map of Phnom Penh.

“Dara isn’t on any of these roads,” I insisted, “he’s …” The man smiled his big Dara smile. Then I

started running. Svensen hooted behind me. I charged back up those stairs and burst through the

doors, a messenger returned from the battlefields of Siam. The only guard left had fallen asleep in

his chair and didn’t hear me say to Apsara, “I told you I’d come back for you.”

It was pretty much like something out of a movie.

“Is she heavy?” Svensen asked. His blond hair had been flipped into a crest by the wind coming off

the river, making him look even crazier. I shook my head: she was perfect. Her skin was warmer

than I remembered from the temple. Svensen nodded in wonder, then reached over to give a clinical

knock at her knee; who knows what he did with himself in his life before Cambodia. “You stole a

statue, dude!” he yelled with admiration. I glanced at Apsara who just smiled benevolently, as

though she knew everything, and maybe she did.

“He’s crazy,” I whispered to her and her smile deepened. We dropped Svensen off at The Bar That

Never Closes – the hotel he’d been living in for three years. He miraculously pulled some US

dollars to pay the driver and wanted us to come in for more drinks but the sun was coming up over

the Tonle Sap and the roads were moving with market traffic. The Dara lookalike driver took us on

to my apartment. He smiled and offered to carry Apsara up the stairs but I was having none of that

and sent him on his way.

When I got her up there, I stood her in the middle of the lounge room and she stared at me for a long

time without blinking, so I turned her towards the wall.

This story features in Laura Jean McKay’s debut collection Holiday in Cambodia, to be released by

Black Inc in July 2013. laurajeanmckay.com
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ABOUT THE STORY

Zoe Norton Lodge tells the story of her time with the Sydney 2000 Olympic

Marching Band. The largest band in the world, it assembled two thousand musicians

for what was the only live performance of the Olympic Opening Ceremony. By the

night of the performance, both the co-ordinator and musical director of the band were

in hospital.
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Hear it read by Jillian Pattinson

What it is and precisely

what it means

I can’t rightly tell you.

Better that you ask the tailor,

muttering around a mannequin,

his circumspect lips

fixed to a row of pins;

or the gentleman’s man,

working his damp cloth,

his pig bristle brush

and mobile eyebrows;

or the banker,

fastening his left cufflink,

shrugging into its snug fit;

or that sallow man,
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shut without for want of it;

or his darning needle wife,

his threadbare child;

or the undertaker.

Yes. He knows. Ask him.
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Surveying the silent recesses of history

Lachlan Plain
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Some glory in their shame! Very strange tales

Are told of gentlemen of New South Wales.

- early New South Welsh ballad 1

I must needs tell you, that I have reason to imagine, from my own experience, that all madness

proceeds from keeping our stomachs empty of food, and our brains full of wind.

- Cervantes, Don Quixote, 1615 2

PREFACE

In the following pages I will attempt to disentangle a few of the many threads that constitute the life

of Pedro Piscator. This enigmatic figure was first committed to the historical record ten years after

his death, in Earl Poulett Payle’s 1822 biography, Pedro Piscator: Amphibious Spaniard and

purveyor of the inland sea.  Well over a century later, controversial historian Brian Brickman

returned to the neglected explorer. The veracity of each account is debatable in its own way, and the
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fact that between them they form the principal record of this tragic character’s short life must give

pause to question Piscator’s strange chronicle, if not his very existence.

Payle penned his biography upon returning to England from a sojourn to the colony of New South

Wales.  In researching the life of “this peculiar colonial” he interviewed “an array of soldiers,

merchants, sailors, free-settlers, native-born and ticket-of-leave men”. 3 He even quotes the then-

governor of New South Wales, Lachlan Macquarie, describing Piscator as “an idiosyncratic yet

noble adventurer who has made his own contribution to the development of Empire and the

Colony’s inward expansion.” 4

There are few avenues to determine how much of Payle’s information was hearsay, supplied in jest,

or elaborated upon by the author. Payle’s biography was discredited on several counts, not least by

Macquarie himself, who denied ever meeting with the Earl. In a private letter Macquarie dismissed

the biography as “an obtuse and presumptuous pamphlet of the most wretched kind.” 5  However,

in the year following Payle’s publication, Macquarie was charged with despotism in his role as

governor, and the legal battle lasting until his death in 1824 was too great a preoccupation to permit

expenditure of breath or ink publicly discrediting a biographer.

Macquarie was not the only one to be underwhelmed. Payle’s commissioned print run of one

thousand copies managed only a few dozen sales, though copies circulated to various press agencies

prompted a scornful response from a sceptical fourth estate. For a brief moment the book was well

used as the butt of public jokes. “This work would be a fine example of satirical writing, if only its

author had intended it so,” declared a popular literary column of the day, “but it is a truly

Ozymandian achievement to present ideas so far-fetched and fantastical in a manner so earnest and

drab.” 6

Piscator did not resurface in the annals of Australian history until 1955, when merchant banker,

pyramid salesman and part-time historian Brian Brickman published Dreamings of an Inland Ocean.

This book analysed the role played by an inland sea in the burgeoning Australian psyche, and

Piscator appears alongside more familiar historical figures such as William Charles Wentworth,

Gregory Blaxland, William Lawson, John Oxley and Charles Sturt. Most sensationally, Brickman

claimed to have re-discovered a series of Piscator’s journals, originally found by Wentworth and

Blaxland on their first expedition into the Blue Mountains. According to Brickman the damaged

books had been in a satchel strapped to Piscator’s corpse when the other explorers found it deep

within a mountainous pass.

Many historians doubt this scenario and question the authenticity or existence of the journals.

Geoffrey Sterne diplomatically suggested they were written after Payle’s ill-received biography as

an anonymous piece of satire. In published correspondence with Brickman in 1958, Sterne requested

the journals be donated to a university and “put to a more rigorous analysis by the wider historical

and academic world.” 7

Before any such examination could be carried out, however, the books were lost for a second time,

this time irrevocably. The warehouse in Newcastle where Brickman’s effects were stored was razed

by a mysterious fire, from which Brickman, notwithstanding his stated distress, drew a substantial

sum in insurance repayments.

In 1966, in a case unrelated to the fire, Brickman was convicted of fraud and embezzlement and

sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment. This has persuaded many historians to dismiss as equally

fraudulent his historical oeuvre, which included The Eskimo Connection: North American settlement

in outback Queensland (1951) and The Private Histories of Attila the Hun’s Estranged Twin Brother

(1953).

My personal interest in Piscator, both the myth and the reality, dates back to my youth. At 14 I

discovered on my grandfather’s bookshelf a dog-eared 1965 edition of Dreamings of an Inland
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Ocean alongside a copy of Payle’s leather-bound original. When quizzed my grandfather said, with

a look of amusement, “Keep ‘em, they’re both good reads.” An inscription on the title page of

Brickman’s book read:

Dear Bert,

Many have mocked me and my life’s work, but I’ve always

known I can rely on your support.

Sincerely, Brian.

These books have sat on my shelf ever since and have been read many times. As a boy I could relate

to the erudite imagination of Brickman’s Piscator. I would also picture myself in the role of

“legendary explorer and adventurer beyond the unknown,” as Payle described his subject. This story

lodged itself in my childhood cosmology, and can in large part be held to account for the eventual

dedication of my life to the study of history. Thus my investigation of this subject is as much a

personal endeavour as it is an objective historical analysis. It makes, I must concur with my

grandfather, a good read, and by now I feel it is deserving of a retelling.

THE HELL OF THE PACIFIC

Payle and Brickman concur that Piscator was born to one Moira Ferguson aboard the Sirius of the

First Fleet in 1788. The statement is partially backed up by ship’s records which record a birth but

not the name of the progeny. If indeed the babe was Pedro Piscator, then he never knew his convict

mother, for she died from complications shortly before the Sirius landed at Norfolk Island in 1788.

We do know from colonial records that the infant Piscator arrived parentless on Norfolk Island and

was taken under the wing of an Irish convict named in Piscator’s journals only as Old Mick. Payle

describes Old Mick as “father and mother to the young Piscator”, nursing him on milk from the

island’s only cow and gifting him his unusual name. Despite numerous inferences made by Payle for

dramatic effect, Piscator had no Spanish blood: his surname derived from his birth at sea, while

‘Pedro’ referred to a convict joke about a conquistador’s helmet. In the absence of any more official

christening, the names persisted.

Payle concludes that Old Mick was convicted political agitator Michael O’Donahue, who died on 26

January 1798 of heart failure while receiving 300 lashes. The flogging was punishment for stealing

a barrel of rum, which after draining thoroughly, O’Donahue sawed in half and used as a boat in an

attempt to escape Norfolk Island. With only his cap as a paddle he was soon washed ashore, and was

discovered on the beach by an off-duty officer, singing dirty limericks in a puddle of his own vomit

and blistering in the midday sun. With Old Mick’s untimely death, the boy he had cared for was left

to survive on his own.

Between 1788 and 1803 Norfolk Island served as a natural prison for many of the twice-convicted.

“Magnificent in scenery,” writes Robert Hughes, “Norfolk Island was also a natural prison,

harbourless, cliff-bound and girdled with reefs on which the long Pacific swells broke with a

ragged, monotonous booming.” 8   Manning Clark in his turn describes it as “a place where nature

was lavish in her bounty and her beauty but men behaved so vilely to each other that an earthly

paradise became the hell of the Pacific.” 9

Piscator’s childhood was passed in the company of rogues and tyrants. He bore witness on a daily

basis to the drunken brawls and the floggings that inevitably followed. His formative years were

spent fending for himself, and Brickman attributes the hallucinogenic texture of his journals to the

effects of malnutrition on his young brain. He spent time mopping floors, polishing boots and bird-
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nesting up the Norfolk pines. He associated freely with both officers and convicts and was noted for

his aptitude at cussing and playing cards. From two Maori residents Piscator learned how to spear

crayfish and peel abalone and oysters off the rocks.

When he grew tired of stalking local wildlife he turned to playing practical jokes on the officers,

such as slipping diced squid into their beds or lacing their tobacco with gunpowder. On several

occasions these antics led to stints in solitary confinement. In his journals Piscator describes one

such punishment.

I was once more cast into that foul, dank vault. It was such

discomfort and solitude in youth that tempered my soul in

adulthood to all kinds of privations, laid it open to

disturbances, and spurred it on to the most marvellous of

fancies. 10

With no company his own age, much of Piscator’s development occurred in worlds of his own

invention. His imagination and literary appetite had been sparked early by Old Mick’s tales and the

only book readily available, the King James Bible. From this sparse source Old Mick had taught the

young Pedro to read and write, rare skills on Norfolk Island. Piscator’s literary revelation, though,

occurred huddled under the desk in Lieutenant-Governor Joseph Foveaux’s drawing room.

Foveaux’s kindly cook, having witnessed Piscator engrossed in his tattered Scripture, would design

to smuggle the boy into his master’s library when Foveaux was away. Thus Piscator discovered

shelves of encyclopaedias, books on naval history and stratagem, celebrations of great explorers like

Christopher Columbus, Abel Tasman and Vasco de Gama, and most crucially, Foveaux’s collection

of charts and atlases. They stirred something in the child’s heart, as he would later record:

I drank in with the closest of attention the blank spaces

upon the maps. When it seemed I was filled with them, I

would crawl under the desk and curl up in the presence of

the Unknown. I found great comfort in these recesses, these

voids, so full of hollowness and promise. 11

The last significant event of Piscator’s boyhood would arrive in a ball of flame during the convict

uprising of 1801. The young Pedro, Brickman writes, escaped the island-wide violence by hiding

himself in a vat of rum in the officers’ distillery.

He emptied enough that when he closed the lid he could

keep his mouth and nose above the surface of the liquid,

crouching like this for many hours until the shouting and

shooting outside had subsided. He emerged gingerly, his

body wrinkled from soaking all night and a little unsteady

on his feet from the fumes. The first rays of light shone

through the window and his teeth chattered in the crisp

autumn morning. He stoked the few remaining coals in the
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oven and huddled in close, not considering in his haze that

his body was drenched in alcoholic liquid… 12

That morning the soldiers who were clearing away the carnage witnessed a boyish fire sprite bound

from the barracks, over the convict bodies, off the pier and into the ocean, leaving puddles in its

wake that flared, fizzled, and burnt out in an instant. Steam billowed from the water beyond the

jetty, as they turned to one another in bewilderment.

In 1803, Lord Hobart ordered the closure of the Norfolk Island penal settlement, a process taking

five years to complete. These were the years of the wounded Piscator’s adolescence, years he passed

limping along the mournful streets of what was becoming a ghost town. The officers paid him little

heed and the remaining settlers shunned him, recoiling at his disfigured features. Scraping together

a little money from the odd jobs he carried out, Piscator commissioned the smith to rivet him a brass

mask to hide his face. Wearing it he appeared so other-worldly that he might have stepped out of

one of the tales from his beloved books. With Brickman heavily referencing Payle, both authors

ascribe the mask an almost mythic status, as in the Englishman’s description of Piscator’s eventual

departure from Norfolk Island.

He cut a fearsome figure standing straight against the wind

on the prow of the Governor George, his visor gleaming

golden in the morning light and turned unbendingly to the

spray, on this, his very first journey beyond the confines of

his island home and into the world – namely, to the charge

and clamour of Sydney Cove. 13

A MAGNIFICENT VESSEL

The penal settlement of Sydney was in turmoil when Piscator landed in early 1808. On the 26th of

January, amidst celebrations of the 14th anniversary of the young colony, the New South Wales

Corps had marched on Government House. They wrested control of the government and put an end

to Governor William Bligh’s attempts to rein in the military, particularly, in the eyes of the 19th

century historian William Howitt, in regard to the importation and production of spirits. 14  As a

teetotal Quaker writing five decades after the event, Howitt was hardly the most impartial conduit,

but his designation of the coup as a “Rum Rebellion” so resonated that the name was incorporated

into general parlance. 15   Joseph Foveaux, in whose library Piscator had passed so many

entranced hours as a boy, returned from England soon after the coup to restore order and form an

interim government. Piscator however was oblivious to these political machinations, his eyes set

instead on the interior of the continent, the blank spaces on the map for which his heart yearned.

Piscator secured employment for a period at the office of the Surveyor-General, Lieutenant John

Oxley. Oxley, who would go on to explore and map much of New South Wales beyond the Great

Dividing Range, further inspired the young Piscator’s determination to push beyond the realms of

the known.  While Piscator was a junior employee, he drew Oxley’s attention, though not always

positively. Upon terminating Piscator’s tenure, Oxley reported as follows:
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Everything about the man is strange, from the metal mask

to the foreign name. The visor gives him the appearance of

being a machine, ‘though if he be so, it is a machine of the

most peculiar functionings. At turns, there is nothing

logical about him. If he speaks at all, it may be

incomprehensible fancies about mermaids and stone

monoliths, in the thickest of tongues. Yet he approaches

numbers and measurement like another born language. His

skill with compass and calliper is innate, and he seems to

understand maps as if in conversation with them, laying a

hand on their surface and turning them to his will, as other

men might horses. It is unfortunate, then, that we cannot

put the fellow to use, his spirit being so bent and wilde as

to make it impossible to direct it towards any practicable

end. As neither I nor any other can sufficiently drive him, I

have no option but to dispense with his services. 16

Following his dismissal Piscator lived in destitution for a year, taking dictation for the illiterate and

working on the wharves. In the summer of the following year his fortunes changed, as he found

himself in receipt of the patronage of one Sarah Foley, the Chaplain Marcus Foley’s widow. Mrs

Foley inhabited a liminal zone in Sydney society, her husband having been excommunicated from

the church for unspecified “licentious behaviour” soon before his death in 1802. 17

It is uncertain what Mrs Foley’s motivations were in supporting Piscator financially. Brickman

proposes an instance, with no material evidence, in which Piscator suffered some sort of seizure,

following which the widow found his insensible form draped across the arms of the stone angel that

still stands over her husband’s grave. With her sanity waning, Brickman suggests that Mrs Foley

saw the young man as entrusted to her by her husband’s angelic guardian. Payle, on the other hand,

offers a more earthly explanation, of an association inspired by Piscator’s awesome appearance and

the effect it had on the late Chaplain Foley’s debtors.

Whatever the motivation behind the relationship, it was by all accounts a cordial one. Piscator is

recorded as visiting the older woman regularly, entertaining her with his wild imaginings over many

a cup of tea. She was one of his only friends, and despite his own grip on reality, he became an

important support for her as she descended into insanity. In December 1810 she was ejected and

banned from her church after drowning out the chaplain’s sermon with a shouted passage from the

Book of Revelations. She died in March 1811 of a brain tumour, ten months before Piscator set out

on his doomed expedition. At her death he wrote, “A gentle soul was Missus Foley. What most

attribute to disturbances of the mind I see as her great gift for insight. She could see through

reality’s veil to the truth.” 18

Foley did not bequeath Piscator a fortune, though she left an amount directed to fund the completion

of his “magnificent vessel”. What she knew of the craft is unclear, but from 1809 until her death,

Piscator had worked feverishly on this contraption in a cellar below Sydney’s wharves. He would

complete it in 1812, having co-opted the labour of a squat Scotsman called MacDonald, whose first

name is not recorded. To Piscator’s old colleagues from the Surveyor-General’s office MacDonald

was known as ‘Sancho’, after Don Quixote’s sidekick, the implications of which were lost on the

less than literary recipient.
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Piscator did not pay MacDonald for his labour, providing only food and a mattress in the corner of

the workshop. This did not diminish MacDonald’s enthusiasm for the project. He followed Piscator

with the loyalty of a dog. Where Piscator’s planned journey may indeed have been quixotic,

MacDonald thought only of the potential riches it might yield, envisaging some distant Shangri-La

ripe for the conquering. “He is an imbecile,” Piscator recorded in his journal, “but I must endure

him for his labours are essential.” 19

They built the vessel with the express purpose of carrying them beyond the Great Dividing Range

and into the heart of the continent. Like Charles Sturt, Piscator believed that if one travelled far

enough inland one would find a great landlocked sea. In these colonial dreams, such a discovery

“would be used to convert that vast and mournful wilderness into a smiling seat of industry.” 20

Sturt, who lugged a whaling boat 2000km into the desolate interior, declared before he set off:

I have a strange idea that there is a central sea not far from

the banks of the Darling in 29°L. I should go fully prepared

for a voyage. You I am afraid will condemn this, but there

is a destiny for us all, and unconsciously we are the

instruments in our own hands of its fulfilment.” 21

Sturt, like Piscator, would feel the “mysterious inland beckoning – uncertain whether it was

summoning him to victory or luring him to death… Surely it was his destiny to plant his foot in the

‘centre of Australia’.” 22 Unlike Piscator, Sturt was fortunate enough to return alive, having learnt

the fallacy of his vision.  In a literal sense, his vision was also lost – he was ultimately blinded by

the light of the interior. “It was like a parable,” writes Thomas Keneally. “This was what the great

suns and spaces of Australia did to the European eye.” 23

Yet according to historian Michael Cathcart, the preoccupation with an inland sea was more a 20th

century construction, projected retrospectively on the colonial era. He discusses the concept in this

recent interview.

C LI C K TO WATC H

Nor has the idea of the inland sea vanished in the contemporary era. More recent allusions persist in

a range of contexts, like this conversation between comedian duo Roy and H.G.

C LI C K TO WATC H

According to Cathcart, “Sturt was out there because he believed he was on a mission from God, he

had been appointed by God to discover the inland sea.” Piscator, an “eccentric individualist”,

appears to have been fixed on non-theistic notions of a highly personalised destiny. 24 For both,

though, the existence of the sea was a matter of belief in which the practical melded with the

emotional. If Piscator’s journals are any guide, his was the more obsessive fixation, the continental

landmass becoming increasingly conflated with his own state of mind.

It is my firm belief that if one were to journey to the centre

of this continent, up its arteries and down its capillaries, to

the heart of its great cardiovascular system, one would

discover at its core a vast, unfathomable sea. Neither
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reason nor passion can speak against it – the rivers flow

inland, the birds fly inland, there must be an inland sea.

I dream at night of this sea and every waking hour is spent

planning and mapping. In some dreams its surface is

indiscernible under a blanket of mist, and in others it is not

made of water at all, but an expanse of rolling, sumptuous

pink, as if a maiden had thrown off her gown and lain

before me, an infinite plateau of flesh, and there’s a faint

pulse, almost a heartbeat under my feet and vibrating

through my body. In these dreams I feel as if this were a

journey not into the heart of a continent, a body of land,

but into my own self, my own central seas. 25

With this in mind, there is an interesting byplay between Piscator’s biographers. In looking at

Payle’s subtitle – Amphibious Spaniard and purveyor of the inland sea – it seems reasonable to

assume that ‘purveyor’ is a typographical error, given that he refers to Piscator as a surveyor

throughout the publication. Brickman, however, suggests that the usage may have been intentional,

with ‘purveyor’ connoting that Piscator brought forth the inland sea from within himself and

projected it into the world, rather than any literal reference to surveying a body of water. 26

It is difficult to piece together Piscator’s final push towards his ambition. Even the uncertified

journals cease a week before he and MacDonald were due to depart, and twelve days before their

wreckage was found. What their vessel may have looked like is equally hard to deduce. We infer

that its shattered remains were found around Piscator’s body, when Wentworth and Blaxland

discovered debris and a corpse that had come to rest high in the Blue Mountains. Wentworth records

in his journal:

Judging by the vast array of cogs, springs and other

mechanisms, this was a machine of great intricacy. Yet it

gives no sign of its intended purpose. Indeed, one may

wonder whether it were intended for this world at all. 27

No plans or diagrams of Piscator’s were found with his papers and his descriptions of the

construction in his journal are no more specific. He wrote of the machine with a deep affinity yet it

is impossible to picture what he was building. About two months before his voyage began comes the

most detailed entry.

From the beginning I have known this was not a journey to

be made on foot. The magnificent vessel that I have

designed to transport us is one the like of which has never

before been seen. It shall undertake anything: it is entirely

submersible and equipped with icebreakers; as well as sails

and oars it has bellows for extra propulsion; it carries a

drill in case the sea is coated by thick sludge or a solid

lump of clay; it is metallic and masculine to challenge a sea
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that is like a charge of cavalry; it is soft and feminine for a

sea that is like a tender embrace.

Night and day blur into one as I work. I have only the

muffled foghorns, the rapping at my door of the servant

boys and MacDonald’s persistent grumbling to keep the

time. MacDonald grows impatient whilst I take pleasure in

this labour, in the tedious tuning and retuning of a fine

machine. In truth it keeps my mind from what might lie

beyond the mountains, what I’ve already glimpsed in my

dreams, what I shudder even to write. 28

Wentworth’s journal explains how he and Blaxland were perplexed at how the machine came to be

where it was “without the apparent aide of oxen or horses”, and what had befallen it. 29 They

speculated over their fire that night whether it had been picked up by a freak wind, shattered by a

rolling boulder, or somehow fallen from higher ground. Both were sure that the strange machine had

contributed to its pilot’s demise, though they could not say how. Wentworth makes no mention in

these pages of MacDonald nor of a mask. He describes the body’s face as “wholly mangled”, clearly

believing this to have occurred during the accident. 30

Brickman suggests that the machine must have carried combustible material in some quantity,

whether for fuel or other purposes. The accident, he posits, could only have been caused by an

explosion, which tore the mask from Piscator’s face, propelling MacDonald’s body away “like a

cannonball” and destroying the vessel beyond all recognition. Wentworth and Blaxland buried

Piscator before continuing their journey into the Blue Mountains – another unsung martyr in

Cathcart’s necro-nationalist tradition.

It seems cruelly ironic that Piscator should die so close to crossing the barrier that had thus far

closed the colony’s western border, so close to the first sweep of the vast inland area he yearned to

explore. Yet while he may not have made it over the Great Dividing Range in the flesh, he had

visited the plains beyond many times in his dreams. Some of the final lines of his contested journal,

apparently discovered by Wentworth and Blaxland, and subsequently copied out by Brickman’s

hand, are tantalisingly oblique:

Where the timid cartographer might state “Here dwell

monsters,” I see potential – veins of gold running beneath

the soil. Where the unimaginative perceives more of the

same – sand and saltbush, thirsty scrub and grasstree, an

infinite horizon and the same monotonous privations we

suffer in Sydney, on Norfolk Island, in Van Diemen’s Land

– I see horrible jungle, deep and dense, a lightless place

populated by both living and dead, past and present. It is

with these dangers in mind that I prepare for this journey.

I’ve seen an ocean of sand. Granite mermaids have called

to me over the hull of my vessel. I’ve been buoyed on a

tide of rustling leaves. I’ve dragged my craft into the

horizon and lost myself in the haze that hangs at the point

where land meets sky. I’ve discarded my vessel altogether
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and continued on foot through the desert until I collapse

from hunger, thirst, desperation, until I see in the sand in

front of me a shell, a simple shell, and I know that all is not

lost, and I dig. The ocean is underground. It is soft and

warm and completely motionless. I don’t sink or float. I

simply hang. I no longer know which way is up or down. I

smile, I shed a tear and it hangs in the air before me. 31

EPILOGUE

i

A little over two years ago, in the small town of Waluk, I made a significant discovery. On the banks

of the Murray not far from Albury, Waluk was my first stop on a field trip through rural New South

Wales, Victoria and Queensland in aid of my doctoral thesis, a study of the history of water

management in the 20th century.

Waluk differs little from many rural towns in south-eastern Australia. There is a colonial-era hotel, a

bakery, a mechanic with a vintage petrol pump and a general store that doubles as a post office.

Among its handful of neat houses Waluk’s defining features include the garden of gnomes, the Ned

Kelly letterbox and the praying mantis welded together from old farm machinery. The highway that

runs through town was a thoroughfare before the freeway was built. With an ageing population, the

place moves peacefully at its own pace.

The Waluk Historical Society is located out of town on private property, behind the modest home of

the elderly couple who manage it. It is housed in a beautiful riverside shack built in the late 1860s,

renovated in the 1960s, but with little work done since. I stepped out of the car and into the shade of

the river red gums. Finding the door locked, I knocked at the weatherboard residence nearby and

met Jean, one of the caretakers. She moved slowly, the keys jangling in her hand, and she chattered

incessantly. The door to the society building creaked open, and when she flicked the switch the

lamplight barely chased away the shadows.

Poring over some title deeds I was distracted periodically by the sound of machinery in the near

distance, just beyond the screeching gang-gangs in the overhanging branches. Every so often I

found my eyes roaming the clutter that lined the room. Then I noticed an object behind the smeared

glass of a display cabinet. The brass mask, recently polished, looked for all the world to be in the

same condition in which Piscator purchased it more than two hundred years earlier. Some of the

things in the cabinet had been labelled in a painstaking hand, but the mask had not. I stepped outside

to ask my host where it had come from. “It belonged to a convict chap who had a nasty facial

injury,” she said.

“Was his name Pedro Piscator?” I asked.

“Yes,” she said, sounding surprised. “How ever did you know that?”

I was keen for information, remembering my grandfather’s books. Waluk had been settled by a Scot

named Dougle MacDonald, Jean told me, who had been brought to the area after being discovered

living amongst the Wiradjuri by stockmen in the 1830s. The mask had been in his possession when

he was found and had been handed down through MacDonald’s family. Jean’s husband was a direct

descendant five generations on.
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“Did he have anything else on him when he was discovered? Any papers or books?” I don’t know

why I asked this. Even if MacDonald had taken the plans for the vessel after Piscator’s demise, I

can’t imagine how they would have survived, or what use they would have been living in the bush.

“It’s very hard to keep track of these things,” she said. “There wasn’t any documentation about

when he was brought in.” Her answer didn’t seem to address the question, but she followed it up

expertly with an offer of a cup of tea, and I accepted according to the dictates of country hospitality.

I sat down with the deeds strewn in front of me but could not focus. Jean’s response had caused me

to grow suspicious. The afternoon was punctuated by the persistent noise of the circular saw. I stood

up and walked to the verandah. There was no sign of her. Curiosity drew me down past the burgan

thicket toward the noise emanating from what I could now see was a shearing shed. I crept up to the

wall and peered through a gap in the timber slats.

The darkness in the shed was cut through with daylight from the chinks in the wall. Pungent petrol

fumes reached my nostrils along with the smell of old wool. Three work lights were focused on one

corner where an old wool-sorting table had been turned into a workbench. Plastic drawers

overflowed with bolts, sheet metal and other odds and ends. A gas and an oxygen cylinder

connected to a welding torch rested on a pile of junk.

A squat elderly man wearing earmuffs and protective glasses was cutting a piece of timber. On the

wall, held in place by bent nails, was a vast piece of paper, creased and yellowing. I was close

enough to guess that it was marked with the unsteady though fastidious application of a dip pen.

The drawing was the most complex mechanical diagram I had ever seen.

Then I noticed, in the old holding bay, a hulking shape. With eyes unacclimatised to the low light I

could not make it out. Some of the parts I recognised from their origins – excised from tractors,

harvesters, hay-balers – but other parts appeared so strange they might have been manufactured on

another planet. The metal of choice was sheeted brass which gleamed where the sunlight struck, but

it had been substituted with corrugated tin in sections. The hull was held together with bulbous

rivets. The deck was covered in balloons and other odd instruments, one like a weather vane and

another something like a periscope. There were blades at the front and back, and fins to the side that

opened out like strange bellows. The whole contraption was perched precariously on webbed feet.

The portals appeared to be washing-machine doors, though the square shapes of ovens had been

used for some.

I heard a cough at my shoulder. Jean was standing at my elbow with a mug of tea in one hand.

“Thank-you.” I took it from her. “I thought I’d take a stroll to clear my head…” I began, but the

look on her face convinced me to drop it.

“Not much to see down here,” she told me, “just the tools and dust and those awful smells. That’s

what men do when they retire, you know, escape to their shed.”

“I really should be going,” I said, “I have a few calls to make before five.” The tea scalded as I put

the cup to my lips. I thanked her, turned, and made my way back through the burgan.

ii

I thought often about what I saw in that shed. Sometimes I doubted my own memory. But then,

while travelling from Sydney to Melbourne in 2008, I found myself sitting in a roadhouse flicking

through the April 26 edition of the Albury-Wodonga Border Mail.

There are fears for an elderly couple reported missing after

an unexplained explosion on their property on the evening
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of Wednesday April 24. Waluk residents Donald

MacDonald, 76, and wife Jean, 77, who are well known in

the local area, have not been seen since the accident.

The explosion was powerful enough to tear most of the

roof off their shearing shed, while pieces of corrugated iron

and timber were thrown up to a hundred metres away. The

blackened interior had previously been converted into a

machinery workshop. Neighbours said that Mr MacDonald

had been restoring vintage cars there since his retirement in

1998. To date there is no explanation for the accident.

“The incident may be entirely unrelated to the missing

persons report,” said Sergeant Hurlle of Albury-Wodonga

police. “We’re looking into every possibility at this point.”

He said it was too early to tell whether the burned-out

building contained human remains.

The MacDonalds’ daughter, Janet Reid, has asked anyone

with any information to come forward. 32

I was not in a hurry, so I decided to revisit the Waluk Historical Society. Not much had changed, the

garden was just a little more overgrown, if that was possible. My tyres crunched in on the gravel.

No-one was in sight. Dusk was not far off, as I walked through the lengthening shadows of the

burgan. Pieces of blackened corrugated roofing were strewn across the path well before I arrived at

the shed. There was no police tape, no warning signs. The shed was just as the reporter had

described it, a charred mess like something from a warzone. Stepping through the wreckage I found

only warped and mangled tools, but nothing of any significance.

Walking back up to the historical society building, I found the door locked. I glanced around guiltily

before knocking out one of the glass louvres with some awkward jabs of my elbow, then reaching in

to trip the latch. Inside, the building had not been left in its best state. The chair was pushed back,

askew in the middle of the room. The desk was covered in stacks of papers and parchment, as

though someone had been sorting through the entire archive and stopped halfway. Some were

recent, sketches in biro of hinges and mechanisms. Some were much older, done with ink and nib.

There were lists, drawings, even a couple of ancient watercolours. I shuffled through them intrigued,

but I had begun to worry about the police returning. It only took a parting glance at the glass cabinet

to confirm what I already knew – the rest was as it had been, but the shining brass mask was

nowhere in sight.

Back at the car, I wanted one more look at the Border Mail to see if there was anything I’d missed.

Instead it opened on another article.

Paranormal activity has been reported in the sky above

Waluk, not far from Albury. Close to midnight on

Wednesday April 24, several residents separately reported

hearing an intense whistling sound from the sky and seeing

strange lights. Waluk mayor John Peters is among those

who claim to have seen the phenomenon. While there are

many sceptics these reports correlate with several sightings
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across southern New South Wales and into South Australia,

as far away as Ceduna on the Great Australian Bight. Even

NASAA’s Woomera space station reportedly detected

unexplained interference at 8000 feet over Lake Torrens on

the night of April 25. 33

I write this epilogue fully aware that such anecdotal evidence is as tenuous as any work by Payle or

Brickman. For two years I have prevaricated over setting this information down. I hesitate to draw

any conclusions from it; professionally, I feel that I am unable to critique the data objectively. The

evidence available in this case does not shine a light into the dark recesses of the past. Rather, the

historian who examines the tale of Pedro Piscator must embrace the parts of the tale that remain

obscured. Nonetheless, there is a final truth to this story, and I do still feel the drive to discover

more. In this sense, I think I understand some gentler version of how my subject must have felt, in

his life’s unshakeable quest for something distant, something unknown, but something he was sure

that he would find.

Video filmed by Simon Green and edited by Andy Lane

Graphics by Lily Tidhar
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ON THE ROW
Joan Thornton

Not a correctional officer in sight. I am trapped behind the gate on the third tier. The gate that

should be open to let me out after teaching and delivering art supplies is firmly bolted. As I press on

the metal bars, I suddenly feel ill. My day is not half over. Even before this confinement, while

pushing the heavy, prison-welded supply cart across the yard, I began to feel an urge to flee. My

feelings about teaching on death row grow more conflicted each time I come to work.

Usually four armed officers patrol the two catwalks that look out over all five tiers. I tell myself the

locked gate is an accident. My mouth is dry and I am embarrassed to feel myself grow dizzy and

confused in front of a prisoner.

“You never can find a cop when you need one,” quips DuClose from 301. I yell down over the rail

in an attempt to override the cacophony of mundane blasphemy. The noise is worse than usual.

More cells are being added to house the ever-growing population. Pneumatic drills rat-tat-tat into

metal walls. Insults and challenges are shouted from the cages the men call their houses. I am in

front of Drexel DuClose’s house. He calls out for me.

“Jimmy. Hey you, Jimmy. Who’s on the desk down there? The art teacher got herself locked in.”

“Nobody at the desk, Blades. Somethin’ heavy goin’ down. They all out in the hall. Tell her hold on.

Somebody be back.”

I try deep breathing. Some of these guys have been behind bars for 25 years, waiting out the stages

of appellate process necessary before the conflicted state can put them to death.

“Your bad luck is my good luck,” DuClose says. “Did I ever show you the cards I make?”

DuClose’s nickname has to do with the crimes he committed. I both do and don’t want to know this

kind of thing. Whenever I’m told someone’s story here I wish I hadn’t heard. All I know about

DuClose is that he’s a ‘walk-alone’, the murder he committed so heinous another prisoner might kill

him in the exercise yard. Often this means a crime involving a child or an especially aberrant rape,

sometimes both.

Unsteady on my feet, I stand looking at the comic greeting cards DuClose cleverly cuts and folds.

When you open them a tongue or some other body part pops out.

“I won’t show you the best ones,” he laughs. I shake my head as if to dislodge a bubble, but my ears

keep ringing. I hold on to the supply cart to keep my feet.

“Hey Teach, you look bad, dead white. Hunker down and put your head on your knees.”

I feel stupid, but I follow his advice. His voice sounds far away.
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“Hey assholes, come and let the lady out. She’s not guilty.”

“That’s what they all say,” someone yells back.

I suspect I’m having a panic attack, although I’ve never had one before. I thought I’d get used to

caged men, bad odours, ill will, crude invitations, yelling, the metal and cement, thought I’d

accepted the rigid and ancient finality of the place, but right now I want out so bad. It’s all I can do

to keep from crying.

Officers have come back and taken their positions at the desks and on the gun rails. I begin to feel

better the minute one unlocks the gate. He rescues me to the cheers, whistles and cat calls of the

prisoners, and helps get the clumsy cart onto the food elevator. By the time I have my gear in order

and say good-bye to DuClose, I’m feeling foolish, but I can go on with my work day. I can’t afford

to lose part of my salary.

Once on the ground floor I look back up to where I was stranded. If I could make a film about this

place I would open with a shot of birds in flight between the tiers. While the construction is going

on they fly in and out, like the fresh air itself, welcome but temporary. My camera eye would focus

on an individual sparrow, free, natural, well defined. I would follow the bird as it dives from the

fifth tier down to the ground, then pull back, go to wide angle and bring in the background, the rows

of cages, the men with guns shuffling chained prisoners along the walks.

I stop at the front desk to ask what happened. The captain and sergeant on duty are stern. Some of

the correctional officers don’t trust or approve of teachers on the row. We are civilians on an army

base, not part of the team. Last week the desk sergeant told me he thought I took my students too

seriously. “They’re animals. They’re never going to be anything but animals. Don’t you know

you’re just spinning your wheels?”

“It’s a job,” I said.

The captain only half answers my question. “There’s been an incident. You’re inside now, you might

as well finish, but make it fast. Don’t count on seeing your boys again for a while. I’ll have

someone escort you across the yard when you’re ready to leave.”

They’ve never escorted me across the yard before. He turns away. I am dismissed. They aren’t going

to tell me anything. I push the laden cart away from the desk and make my visits to those first floor

prisoners in the art program. I see each individual separately, in front of the bars that form one of his

four walls. Work on paper can be slipped back and forth under the door.

Raymond Moreno tells me how he’s proceeding with his medical request to have his cataracts

removed. Showing me new work, harsh acrylic landscapes on paper, he’s apologetic.

“They’re crude because I’m losing my vision fast. I’m only seeing dark and light.”

Raymond is small and much too thin. Long curly black hair is receding at his temples. His glasses

are thick and make his eyes look small. He cultivates a thin droopy moustache.

“They promise me the operation, then they change their minds. I think they don’t want to spend

money on a condemned man.” It has been a long time since the last execution, the politics over the

death penalty having kept many alive for decades. Raymond is groping around his cot, looking for

more art work to slip under the door. I examine what he’s given me as he talks. “But damn, I’m

going to fight for this. I’m going to see the world again until they take it away from me.” His

paintings are crude, as he says. Black and Hooker’s green on white. It makes me think of Emily

Carr and I make a note to loan him my book about her work. “There is something to be said for

strong contrasts,” I tell him.
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He says, “Don’t leave any supplies. I may not be here next time you come. With any luck I’ll be in

hospital. Maybe I’ll never come back. You know I was a nurse?”

I nod. His case is notorious, a male nurse who ‘helped’ his elderly terminally ill patients.

“I know enough to be worried about the anaesthesia,” he continues. “That’s where things most often

go wrong.”

James Moore is making a windmill. I’ve brought him some clean sand, which he mixes with white

glue for mortar. He is pasting painted cardboard brick around a toilet paper roll. Seams and joins are

neat and convincing. Jim is slender with a gentle face, neatly combed brown hair, light brown eyes

with thick dark lashes. I always notice his manicured hands, long fingers that never stop cutting,

sanding, gluing, as we talk. “I’ll have this ready to mail out to Dianne tomorrow.” He shows me

how the paper blades turn without a glitch on the twisted paper spindle.

“Would you like to put some of your work in the gift shop?”

“I only make these toys for Dianne.”

I knew he’d been married in the prison to an officer who used to work on the row. The Department

of Corrections didn’t fire her, instead they transferred her to a women’s prison. Scotch-taped to his

wall are photos of the handsome couple in the visiting room. In every photo her long blonde hair

falls over the shoulders of a clinging dress and she is always wearing stiletto heels. Telling him what

an excellent craftsman he is, I leave him working.

Mike Shaughnessy has been given a new date for execution. “Eighteen days from yesterday,” he

tells me. Some people get dates with a certain regularity. One appeal fails and the next is put in

motion, while the protestors and the families of victims make media statements and the lawyers

make motions.

Shaughnessy is a short, compact, balding man with watery blue eyes. Just a hint of the South softens

his speech. He has appointed himself unofficial secretary and each week he hands me a neatly

written list of cell changes. Almost six hundred men are housed here. People are routinely moved

for a variety of reasons. Shaughnessy says he makes the lists for me in payment for the pencils and

paper I give him, though he does little art work. He looks over the pads of drawing paper, sawed off

paint brushes, film canisters of acrylic paint, pencils, and the books, my own, which I loan. I never

have trouble getting them back. Being on the art program is an earned privilege they don’t want to

lose. My salary and the supplies are paid for by a private foundation. Some of the officers respect

the program, saying it makes their job easier, but the newspapers often carry letters to the editor,

outraged that murderers should have such opportunities. We recently held an exhibition, and while

many saw the humanity, there was plenty of outcry.

As if Shaughnessy is sharing a secret he whispers, “You know the big empty cage in the centre of

the tier?”

“Yes.”

“Well, five or six days before an execution they move the man to be executed into that cell.”

I know this is not true. The holding cell he’s talking about has no back wall and is extra visible from

the gun rails on all four sides. It’s used for temporary confinement.

“They take away your privacy to break your spirit and to show the others what’s coming for them.

They leave the spotlight on all the time so the prisoner in there can’t commit suicide.”

He looks at me intently to make sure I’m paying attention. “But I’m gonna beat the system if my

lawyer don’t get me a stay.”
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I’ve heard so many bids for sympathy, bizarre tales of torture or heroics, I no longer separate fact

from fiction, and I listen as he continues.

“I know how to do it. I been practicing ever since I come in here. I can put my hands on my

windpipe and apply pressure. Like this. Cut off the oxygen without making choking sounds, without

attracting attention. It’s important to beat the executioner. A suicide slows down the next

execution.”

I suspect he’s working on an insanity plea. I wish him the best outcome on his next appeal and move

on. As I push the cart along the ground floor tier I study the big empty cage in passing. I can

imagine Shaughnessy in there, lights blazing down as he calmly puts his hands around his own

throat and squeezes the life out of himself. An unlikely method of death. Miguel Jimenez said last

week that it was important not to kill yourself. Make the state take the responsibility. We’ve had two

suicides in the six months I’ve worked on the row, both hangings. You can’t change your mind once

you’ve kicked away your support.

I find David Ramos repainting a portrait started by Louis Rafael. Louis is new to the art program.

He corresponds with a young Cuban college student. She sent him her photograph. In the picture she

is wearing a spaghetti-strap dress and a lacy picture hat. The shadow of the lace falls, like freckles,

across her pretty face. Louis copied the picture with amateur but lively results. He was not pleased. I

showed him how to mix colours closer to natural skin tones, but he said getting the colour right was

too difficult and he gave up. He’d wanted so much to impress the girl. He wrote and told her he’d

failed and was now having the best artist on the row paint her portrait. To the girl’s credit, she wrote

back saying she would rather have the one he painted. I looked into the cell of the “best artist on the

row” and saw that David was almost finished with an accurate and flattering acrylic painting, the

shadow of the lace soft, the skin tones glowing. The teeth no longer looked like rows of corn.

“Louis has you working I see.”

David gives me a warm smile. He looks very like the actor Richard Gere. I examine the five-by-six

panel he’s painting for the visitor’s room. A scene from rural Mexico. Three women sit in the sun on

a patio. The oldest woman is embroidering. David’s rendering of her hands, the embroidery work

and the calm expression on her face is especially fine. A middle-aged woman is shelling beans. She

looks with apprehension at the youngest woman who holds a rosary and dreamily yearns out over a

desert landscape as if a lover on horseback might soon appear. The painting is almost finished. Last

week it was only a charcoal sketch on gessoed plywood. This man could have been a successful

commercial artist. Instead he robbed liquor stores, and one job didn’t end well.

“You’ve done so much,” I exclaim. “Maybe the best panel yet. The warden will be pleased.”

David’s murals are now in the two chapels as well as in the mainline visiting room. Three of his

paintings hang in the warden’s office.

“I hope he’ll like it. I’m getting better.”

Sometimes David’s modesty makes me angry, I’m not sure why. One by one, I push the twelve

canisters of paint he ordered through the food port, and slip a large canvas board through the narrow

slice of space at the bottom of the door.

“How come you do so much work for the other guys?” I ask.

“Louis was down is all. Makes me feel good to help when I can. But to tell you the truth, it’s getting

more and more frustrating to copy from photographs. Boring, now that I’ve learned to do it. Even

the murals are from National Geographic.”

“You rearrange so much. It never looks like any one photograph.”
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“Yeah, but it’s still not mine. I’ve never been to the places I paint. My grandparents came from

Mexico, I’ve never been there. I just started a small series that comes from my dreams. Got to do

with guilt and fear.”

The officer who insists I’m spinning my wheels walks by and says, “Better finish up down here

within the next half hour. Night crew coming on.”

I look at my watch. I want to see what David is talking about but I’ve got two more men on my list.

David says, “Next week. I’ll have more.”

“I’m sorry. I’ll look forward to seeing it.”

I move on still thinking about David. One of the officers told me David’s light is always on at three

in the morning. He paints all the time he’s in his cell. The same officer told me that when David was

nineteen he shot an elderly man and his wife in a hold up. He’s been waiting for execution for 22

years.

My next stop is Donald Hazelwood’s cell. He never stops proselytizing. The first time we spoke he

said that were he not behind bars, he’d be forced to kill me to save my soul from damnation. He

says only a whore or a witch would come into a place like this. I have no idea why he is on the list.

He does nothing creative, but he claims that it is imminent. Once he has studied the science of

colour and form, he says, he will produce a masterpiece to better all others. He is so serious that he

cannot be contradicted.

When I first arrived I gave him samples of all the materials I can access. Acrylics, water colours,

chalk and oil pastels, paper, even a precious canvas board. Now I regret it. He’ll never use those

supplies, nor will he let them into the barter system. Someone else could have put them to use, but I

was told not to play favourites. I could have reported him for threatening me, but I’m in no danger.

Reporting even someone the other men can’t stand seems unwise.

“Any work to show me, Donald?”

His tiny eyes light up. His nasal twang is hysterical. He is soft and overweight, with long greasy

yellow-gray hair. He leafs through some papers and hands me the same printed religious tract he

tried to give me last week.

“Go on, take this and read it. You need it. You are deep in sin and damnation.”

“Donald, I won’t talk to you until you make some effort with artwork. Worry about your own

damned soul.”

“Oh, I’m making an effort Miss, a real effort to get you to leave this place. You won’t talk to me,

but you sure like to talk to those niggers. White women who talk to niggers are whores.” He’s

raving now, and the guys around his house, both black and white, start raving back. “Shove it,

Donald,” I say, and walk away. I must get him off my list. He’ll be moved to another cell by next

week. Everyone complains about living next door to him.

Once again I’m filled with adrenaline, angry with myself for responding and making it worse. Right

now some officer is probably writing it all up, putting the art program in jeopardy. Maybe that’s

why he was put on the list? But this is paranoia. This place fosters it. I’m not functioning as a real

art teacher. I feel guilty when I don’t like my students, and even more guilty when I do.

The old cart is almost empty but feels heavier and heavier as I push it up to the last stop, C.J. Jones.

I don’t understand the story he’s been trying to tell me about his case, but it’s not my job to

understand why a man is here. What interests me about C.J. is a stack of pencil drawings in an

envelope with his name on the outside. Six months ago, my predecessor at this strange job got C.J.

to produce a group of drawings on thin typing paper, which she passed on to me. Soft smudgy pencil
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drawings of a naked man with many men and women springing out of his body, little women rolling

out of his eyes like tears. Runners leaping from his cock. Angels emerging from his shoulder blades,

devils from his heavy eyebrows, mournful or grinning faces blooming in the centre of his chest,

perhaps forty homunculus drawings. Then he’d stopped. Said there were no more. When I tried to

return them to him, he said he didn’t remember having drawn them. Didn’t even remember how to

draw. It had been Carolyn’s unfulfilled ambition to get C.J. drawing again and she‘d fought hard to

have him added to the program.

He’d heard the commotion with Hazelwood. His voice is low. “You know what?”

“What’s that, C.J.?”

“You can love this nigger any time you want.”

“Very funny. Don’t use that word.”

“What word? Love?”

“Come on.”

“You must mean the word I can say and you can’t. Looks to me like you’re takin’ it all very serious

today.”

“I just want to get off the row.”

“Now I understand that. But you disappoint me.”

“Don’t tell me about it. Did you do last week’s drawing assignment?”

“I will tell you about it. You think you can teach me? I can teach you. You got to learn not to let

fools get to you. When you take the bait and get all mad, you get confused and then you forget

where you are. Don’t you ever forget where you are when you in here. That’s dangerous. Now, my

people be callin’ down on you from two. They been hollerin’ at you and you just ignorin’ ‘em.”

“Your people?”

They tellin’ you they used to be on the art program when Carolyn was here and how come you don’t

never go up and see about them?”

“I only see the people on my list.”

“List! You on the art program round here, you on for life.”

His voice is so low I have to step close to the cell to hear him. He always smells like Ivory soap. I

notice for the first time he has a short beard and he’s very dark. Usually he has his light on low but

today it’s turned up. I can see by his amused eyes that he’s having fun reversing our roles. We both

laugh about being on a program for life on death row. He speaks like an adult giving a child

confidence.

“Step out there an’ look up and you talk to them. They all right. They just mad.”

“I’m here to talk to you, not a couple of madmen. Tell you what, give me their names and cell

numbers and I’ll go up next week.”

“You won’t be here next week. We be on lock-down. Maybe even two weeks. But if that’s the best

you can do, I’ll tell ‘em it’s next time.”

After yelling something upstairs, C.J. gets a sheet of paper from under his mattress. “I do got

somethin’ to show you.” He slides out a pencil drawing, or several drawings on one page. He has
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copied a photograph of a rat from a magazine. He’s drawn the rat in separated segments, ears in one

corner, the tail underneath, a haunch and a hind leg to one side, eyes and the upper part of the head

in the middle, and two lines all alone at the bottom of the page. “What are those?” I ask.

“Whiskers,” he grins.

“How come you took it apart like that?”

“I just felt like it is all. I have brain damage.”

“It’s original,” I say, pleased that he’s put pencil to paper. “What do you mean, brain damage? Have

you had tests?”

“I had tests. They said I just do stuff without thought. They said I can’t see ahead to consequences.”

“Keep drawing,” I tell him as I slide a few sheets of paper under the door. “You don’t always need

to see ahead to make art. How come you can see ahead to a lock-down next week?”

“Don’t they tell you nothin’? While you was up on the rail beggin’ to get rescued, an officer over on

mainline, West Block yard, got a long ol’ piece a glass in his neck. They say it hit the jugular and he

be dead.”

“Oh God!” I exclaim, thinking differently about the stern officers on the desk.

“Don’t waste it on him,” C.J. admonishes. “You don’t know, but that guy had it comin’.”

“Nobody’s got it coming. Not like that.”

“Girl, there’s a whole hell of lot you don’t know nothin’ about.”

I give him a book by a South African author he heard about on PBS. Then I pack up, strapping

what’s left of the supplies to the cart with a bungee cord. “I’ll see you when I see you, C.J.”

“All right. I’m gonna miss you. Don’t take no shit from nobody.”

Does that include you?” I ask.

“Seem like it do,” he says.

As always, I leave the row with the feeling I’ve done or said something wrong. I need the job. I

don’t want the job. I’ll have trouble sleeping tonight. My students have done terrible things, but I

can’t support executions. Other people are outraged at kindness to the condemned. Any week it

feels like the program could come to end. This time, at least, it turns out that I’m getting an unpaid

vacation. The whole prison is on extended lock-down because of the murder. He can’t see ahead, but

C.J. had the story right.

ST JAMES
Peter Dunn

ABOUT THE PAINTING

One of the interesting things I noticed whilst banged up was that artwork and music created one of

the few moments when an inmate involuntarily displayed his innermost self, as expressed through

the medium. Most likely that could never have been done so accurately by any other method,

especially in gaol. Yet no spoken word was needed.
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If anyone ever tells you incarceration has no benefit, here is

the living proof that it might have a modicum thereof. This is

a piece that I painted while entertained within Her Majesty’s

seriously piss-poor chain of hotels a decade ago.

The painting (entitled ‘Sydney, 1975ʹ, or simply ‘St James’)

was done whilst serving five and a half years in New South

Wales. One particular gaol had a very good art teacher. I was

a draftsman, and recognising my talent with pencil drawing,

he constantly urged me to paint, which I had never done.

Eventually his entreaties prevailed, and this was one of the

later works, completed just prior to my release.

It depicts a Sydney suburban ‘red rattler’ stopped at St James, a Sydney underground station where

no Hornsby-based suburban set would normally find itself. Note the H11 board on the train’s lower

front left denoting Hornsby Car Shed. It’s deliberately of a colourful and cartoon style, with

exaggerated contrasts. Painted in 2003, obviously it was done from memory.

I must say I met a few exceptionally capable artists whilst inside, as well as the also-rans. I am

assuming that none of these fellows were artists beforehand, though they may well have had as-yet

unexpressed artistic leanings. I also noticed that some of the inmates serving quite long stretches

were among the best of those who chose art as a way of passing the time.

- Peter Dunn

DEADLINE
B N Oakman

Jonathan Nobles was executed on 7 October 1998 for two murders committed 12 years earlier.

Curtain’s up at 6pm – deadline in the Lone Star State.

Show’s usually over by 6:20.

and yet show I unto you a more excellent way.

885’s underneath a green sheet, strapped

to a table, intubated arm and leg. Just to be sure.

Don’t want no fuck-ups. Looks like he’s ready

for surgery – successful outcome guaranteed.

Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels

and have not charity; I am become as a sounding brass…

Governor’s in his mansion, a president’s son

re-born in Jesus, a convert with a pitiless bible.

…and if I have not charity, it profiteth me nothing.

charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up.

885’s folks are in one room,

friends and family of the victims in another,

death-chamber radiant with light,

http://goingdownswinging.org.au/no34/wp-content/uploads/1998/03/fullstjames.jpg
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clergyman stands by his feet,

warden alongside his head.

When I was a child I spake as a child,

I understood as a child, I thought as a child:

but when I became a man, I put away childish things.

Smarter to practise murder up North,

in the temperate lands of liberals and agnostics

where believers quote from anaemic scripture.

For now we see through a glass, darkly…

The warden knows his bible too, knows

885 is getting to the end.

And now abideth faith, hope and charity, these three;

but the greatest of these is charity.

The warden looks him in the eye. Ready?

885 starts to sing.

Silent night, holy night,

All is calm, all is bright…

The warden clasps his hands behind his back.

Holy infant so tender and mild,

Sleep in heavenly peace…

How many stanzas does he remember?

Shepherds quake at the sight

Glories stream from heaven afar…

He’ll not deny a man a few seconds.

With the dawn of redeeming grace…

The warden drops his arms to his sides.

Jesus, Lord at Thy birth,

Jesus, Lord at Thy birth.

885’s finished.

Closes his eyes.

The warden raises his left hand.

An electric pump whirrs.

A toxic trinity invades: to stun,

to suffocate, to still the heart.

Curtain falls 6:19.
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A message from creator, Tommy Wilder

I started loveporn™ because there was a gap in the market that everyone else was too chickenshit to do anything with. Not me. Just cos it’s unusual doesn’t

mean people won’t watch it. That’s like my motto, I reckon.

I interview every performer before they start because I want to get them comfortable in front of the camera, but also because I want to see a little bit of where they

come from. You can’t love someone without knowing where they come from. And if you can’t be in love with these people, I haven’t done my job right.

Everyone logs on for a reason. There’s a lot of sad on the web. I give a shit, you know…I’m proud of my product and what I’m doing here. I gotta get every

performer to hit that sweet spot. Just the right spot, you know as soon as you have it. You feel it, and I don’t stop filming until I got it. It’s why people keep coming

back. It’s the special loveporn™ touch.
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Defending hip-hop and defending literature

Kieron Byatt

This essay contains links to websites and videos hosted online. We recommend you read this essay

with a live internet connection.

I knew it would be one of my last rap battles, so my girlfriend invited a friend from university to see

me in action. I could sense Anna’s apprehension. She wasn’t a hip-hop fan, saying she despised its

homophobia and sexism. The match was a two-on-two written battle – a set-up where the rappers

prepare material and research their opponents. It’s basically debating, with more “fucked your

mum” jokes. There were the usual insults to start off, but in the second round our opponents zeroed

in on my tertiary studies. They compared their lives selling drugs to mine studying and writing,

saying that I would finish uni with a useless piece of paper and a debt while they were banking

money tax free. The crowd roared and cheered. Of course the diss didn’t bother me – this was a rap

battle – but afterwards I realised who its real victim was. Anna was shaken. How could that whole

crowd think that having a degree was a bad thing?

What Anna didn’t understand was that the knife cuts both ways. I am a rapper. I have a university

degree. I work for highbrow magazine The Monthly. The problem with this combination is that if

you are perceived by educated or literary people as adequately intelligent, yet you are committed to

a genre known for chauvinism, competitive machismo and materialism, it is expected that you

articulate on demand a justification for your musical appetite. “I love rap, but I’m tired of

defending it,” said Chris Rock. Amen. When I tell people that I rap, the statement is half apology.
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Explaining the intellectual merit of Notorious B.I.G. is no simple endeavour. I don’t mind debating

the worth of hip-hop, but sometimes I just want to hear ‘fuck bitches, get money’ without having to

validate it.

I’d always felt like the odd one out in my creative writing classes. Baggy jeans, Air Force 1s and

fitted caps weren’t too common in my lectures, so I really alienated myself when I said that Yeats

was nothing next to R.A. the Rugged Man. I had discovered hip-hop before literature, after all – I

was a student of Shakur before Shakespeare, Big Pun before Crime and Punishment, A Tribe

Called Quest before A Streetcar Named Desire. In tutorials we studied poetry and fiction for

narrative, voice and metaphor, but when I recognised those techniques in the music I listened to, and

asked why albums like Nas’ Illmatic weren’t on the syllabus, the response was usually muted.

I argued often that rap was poetry. The odd tutor encouraged it – one allowed me to analyse Jedi

Mind Tricks’ ‘Uncommon Valor: A Vietnam Story’ when studying war poetry – but my beef was

that rap wasn’t automatically part of the literary canon. My poetry tutor in second year said she

liked what I listened to because it “wasn’t like most rap”. When I first met my girlfriend, I was

introduced as “not like most rappers.” The expectation seemed to be that hip-hop involved nothing

but black Americans with lots of jewellery rhyming about money and hoes and guns. I would

sometimes point out that we lived in Australia, where there were not a great many African-

Americans. I would also point out that while black America was the source of rap’s most vibrant

culture, it was also the source of its most obvious stereotypes. For literary and scholarly types, a lot

of these motherfuckers were limiting their perceptions of hip-hop to MTV. If Stephanie Meyer

doesn’t speak for fiction and Nickleback doesn’t speak for rock music, why does Flo Rida speak for

hip-hop?

For a long time, I used the common tactic of talking up rappers who literary types could appreciate

for their craftsmanship and subject matter. These days I say fuck that. If you like 50 Cent and Rick

Ross, it’s a sell-out when you only put your friends onto ‘conscious’ artists like Immortal

Technique and MC Lyte. If you want to extol Chuck D, Intelligent Hoodlum and Lauryn Hill,

you can’t pretend you’ve never heard of 2 Chainz, Lil B and Nicki Minaj. I’m not saying there’s

not rap that I think is garbage (sup Pitbull?), but if you ignore Lil Wayne because he makes pop

songs and uses auto-tune, you miss out on lines like  “life is a bitch and death is her sister / Sleep is

the cousin, what a fuckin’ family picture.” Who’s gonna tell me that’s not an evocative metaphorical

image? With hip-hop often reduced to its worst elements, and the diversity of a global culture lost

behind caricature, hip-hop heads are prone to develop a victim complex about their representation.

But it needn’t mean we selectively present what we think will satisfy our questioners. I want to

embrace my culture for all its complexity and contradictions.

One of the common lines from doubters is that they can’t relate to the music. If you even dress hip-

hop in Australia, self-appointed comedians will remind you that you’re not black, not gangsta, and

not American. So you have to match the subject matter of art to enjoy it? It’s completely irrational. I

can appreciate the violence, poverty and desperation in a Wu-Tang Clan song as much as I can in

Crime and Punishment, and I’m as much an outsider to 1990s Staten Island as 19th century Russia.

How closely applicable to their own lives is the world of Helms Deep to Lord of the Rings fans? Is a

reading of Pride and Prejudice more or less anachronistic than a rotation of ‘Fuck tha Police’?

You’ll more likely meet a drug dealer than a hobbit, or a corrupt cop than an English society

gentleman. In the current era, educated literary people agree furiously that crime narratives like The

Wire and Breaking Bad are some of the best television ever made. So why is it any different

listening to gangsta rap? The drug-dealing turf war commanded by Marlo Stanfield or the ascent

from humble drone to criminal kingpin of Walter White are stories native to the rhymes of

Raekwon and Pusha T.

What doesn’t exist for those watching The Wire, but does exist for those blasting N.W.A., is an

assumption that playing that media equals endorsing its content. It’s an illogical concept. I don’t like

getting drunk or high, but I heavily fuck with ‘Swimming Pools (Drank)’ by Kendrick Lamar and
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‘iBETiGOTSUMWEED’ by Schoolboy Q. I don’t eat meat but ‘Fried Chicken’ by Nas and Busta

Rhymes makes me hungry. I’m a pacifist but will scream ‘How About Some Hardcore’ by M.O.P

until my lungs give out. I’m not homophobic, but rap along to Scarface’s “we ain’t working on this

corner take your ass on, dog / ‘fore you make me feed your ass to my hogs, you fucking

faggot.” I’m constantly in conflict with the music I like, as others are with whatever art they enjoy.

Johnny Cash’s “I shot a man in Reno just to watch him die” is no different to KRS-One’s “I knew

a crack dealer by the name of Peter, had to buck him down with my nine millimeter”. Nick Cave’s

‘Stagger Lee’ and Scarface’s ‘Jesse James’ are pretty much the same damn song, complete with

folklore references and ample use of the word ‘motherfucker’. For all the talk of keeping it real,

rappers can write as fictionally as David Bowie or Nick Cave; no-one has to explain that the former

wasn’t an astronaut and the latter didn’t bash Kylie Minogue’s head in with a rock. The difference is

that Bowie and Cave don’t necessarily offer themselves beside their content. Rap’s poignant literary

device of first-person narration is taken as an uncomplicated confessional. The singer’s voice is the

distant omniscient narrator, the rapper’s is the gonzo journalist merging fiction and reality. But if

Hunter S. Thompson’s drug-fuelled hysteria can be celebrated for its literary merit, why not

Redman’s ‘How To Roll a Blunt’?

There’s an intense double standard at play. As Michael Eric Dyson stated in Know What I Mean?

Reflections on Hip Hop, “it’s true that those who fail to wrestle with hip-hop’s cultural complexity,

and approach it in a facile manner, may be misled into unhealthy forms of behavior. But that can be

said for all art, including the incest-laden, murder-prone characters sketched in Shakespeare’s

Macbeth and King Lear.” I can only conclude that the simplicity of listening to music as such a

direct sensory experience results in a simplistic absorption and response. Watching a television

series or reading a novel, where there is a larger narrative framework and clearer plot, allows for a

precise judgment on a character’s morality. The stream of consciousness represented in many rap

lyrics creates ambiguity.

Of course you can’t neatly divide people into literary and hip-hop camps. For anyone under 30,

stating some appreciation of hip-hop is a compulsory part of being cool. People constantly tell you

they love hip-hop – as long as it’s “intelligent”. The rest of it forms a pariah sector of ‘bad rap’,

characterised only by references to bitches, hoes, and guns. The assumption is that the kind of

dialogue entered into by exponents like The Notorious B.I.G has no literary merit, that its hedonism

and violence is devoid of creativity. But art has always confronted us with our own humanity.

Drugs, death, sex, money, violence, narcissism, homophobia, sexism, racism, the more taboo the

better – show me the cold facts of life. Hip-hop’s strength is its brutal honesty. Nabokov’s Lolita,

Suskind’s Perfume and Easton Ellis’s American Psycho all focus on objectively immoral and ‘evil’

characters who provide no less interest or insight than a moral hero. True, these books weren’t

immune to criticism, but it seems that many of their class of defenders – literature professors,

readers and writers – are likely among the voices accusing hip-hop of moral degeneracy.

My university had one book on hip-hop: Todd Boyd’s The New H.N.I.C. (Head Niggas in Charge):

The death of civil rights and the reign of hip-hop. The conflict between literature and hip-hop was

right there on the page; the blend of ebonics and academic jargon was jarring and difficult to digest.

Born To Use Mics: Reading Illmatic led to more disenchantment. Essays on Nas’ album describing

“weed-induced philosophies” and “noir discontent” didn’t fit the mood of the music. I got far clearer

insight from my best friend Quinny’s screwed-up face, hollering “I’m a addict for sneakers,

twenties of Buddha and bitches with beepers” as we drove to high school. I didn’t need to be told

about slang for “sport shoes or trainers”, or the social dominance of beepers in the early ‘90s, or the

many-varied usage of the word ‘bitch’. The study wasn’t written for a hip-hop head, it was a

description for an outsider. But if they didn’t fuck with the music, why were they picking up the

book?

The divide has made me intensely aware of stereotype and assumption. Literature is not an

impenetrable fortress, and hip-hop is not “some giant living in the hillside coming down to visit the

townspeople,” as Mos Def might say. Yet both worlds seem at odds with each other. In literary
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circles I represent an idiotic and materialistic culture, but in hip-hop I’m a smug, out-of-touch

academic. I go to work to read political and cultural essays where the only whisper of hip-hop is in

my own headphones as I walk to my desk in the morning. I go to open mics and get treated like

Richie Rich on excursion.

As far back as I can remember I wanted to be a rapper and a writer. It was one ambition for me.

Hip-hop was more than culture and music, it was my translator, how I identified myself. To call

myself an MC was more than a label. Freestyling, writing, performing, punchlines, braggadocio,

storytelling, battling; only having mastered all these elements does the rapper become the MC. It

implied a whole doctorate in a unique field of study. And part of this meant being a writer. Dean

Martin and Frank Sinatra weren’t writers; they were singers. The term ‘singer-songwriter’ never

impressed me – what else would you be? Rappers write their own lyrics. So if a rapper is a writer,

and rappers tell stories, my being a writer and a rapper beneath the one title ‘MC’ made more than

enough sense.

Not long after the two-on-two versus Barry Bonza and Mike Pipes, I retired from battle rap. A

rumour circulated, intended as an insult, that I had quit to write a novel. The irony was that I had

retired to focus on my music. I had been dividing my time between writing fiction and writing

battles, so I decided to axe battles and let songs creep back in. But the rumour was telling; the

assumption that wanting to be a writer was something to be ashamed of. Unimaginative people

thought I had finally decided I was above hip-hop. In fact I hit the studio hard and am now four

tracks deep into my debut EP. After laying down the final verse of a song at Stronghorn Studios, I

was listening back to the vocals with the engineer, JD, while bouncing out the mix. Kwasi, a local

rapper/producer and the second engineer, was sitting on the couch at the back of the room and

digging the track. “You’ve got a mad vocabulary, man,” he said, nodding his head to the beat. That

struck me. If it’s dope that a rapper has a big vocabulary, maybe I’ve got this shit backwards after

all.

Defron won the Revolver MC Battle in Melbourne in 2009 and was short-listed for the Judith

Rodriguez Prize in 2010. He’s been published in Voiceworks and Verandah, and is The Monthly’s

online content co-ordinator. Listen here.
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